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ABSTRACT 
 
This research explores the consequences of AI integration in the labor market. As AI shapes 

various industries, it brings a dual impact: displacing some jobs while creating others. The 

automation driven by AI could be a threat to routine tasks, potentially leading to the 

displacement of specific roles within the routine tasks. However, AI also creates new job 

opportunities, particularly in AI development and related fields. This study aims to analyze the 
multifaceted impact of AI on US jobs, considering displacement, creation, and skills. The 

research considered the following aspects: Evaluation of job displacement and creation, skill 

shifts, the quality of AI’s impact on performance, and exploring the relationship between AI 

models and human tasks. We were able to show AI's influence on the tasks performed by 

humans. The negative relationship between AI influence and tasks performed by humans shows 

that AI indeed has a notable and statistically significant adverse impact on human-performed 

tasks. We discovered that as AI technology advances and becomes more prevalent, certain tasks 

and roles traditionally carried out by humans are being automated or replaced by machines. 

Also, we were able to show the relationship between the AI model and human-performed tasks. 

It was found that AI models exhibit a substantial and statistically significant positive 

relationship with tasks performed by humans. Our findings suggest a more optimistic outlook 

for the labor market, where rather than displacing jobs and workers, AI technologies have the 

potential to enhance their capabilities and create new opportunities. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The integration of artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) across various industries 

has experienced substantial growth in recent years. Consequently, there is mounting apprehension 
regarding the potential repercussions of these technologies on job availability and displacement. 
According to research conducted by the McKinsey Global Institute, automation could displace as 
many as 800 million jobs by 2030, with 375 million necessitating significant retraining [1]. 
Furthermore, the World Economic Forum's report predicts that by 2022, AI and ML will generate 
133 million fresh job opportunities while displacing 75 million [2]. AI and ML are instigating 
profound transformations in business operations, and their impact on the workforce is expected to 
be substantial. As these technologies continue to progress, there is an anticipation that they will 

automate numerous tasks currently carried out by human workers. This has raised concerns about 
the potential for job displacement and the adverse effects on employment prospects [3]. Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) represents a rapidly advancing technological frontier that has the potential to 
profoundly reshape the landscape of employment in the United States [4,5]. What sets AI apart 
from previous technologies is its applicability across various industries, including highly skilled, 
wellcompensated, and predominantly urban sectors [6]. These industries encompass fields like 
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medicine [7,8], finance [9], and information technology [10]. The rapid integration of artificial 
intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) across various industries has been a prominent trend 
in recent years. As these technologies continue to progress, there is an anticipation that they will 
assume the responsibility of automating numerous tasks currently carried out by human workers. 

This, in turn, has raised apprehensions regarding the potential adverse impact on employment 
opportunities and the prospect of job displacement. The growing utilization of AI and ML in 
sectors such as transportation, retail, finance, and manufacturing has prompted inquiries into the 
future of work and its implications for the labor market [11]. The influence of technology on 
employment is not a novel occurrence. Throughout history, technological advancements have led 
to the obsolescence of certain job roles while simultaneously creating fresh employment avenues 
in other domains. Nonetheless, the swiftness of technological progress and the expanding 
capabilities of AI and ML have fueled concerns that their impact on employment could be more 

substantial than witnessed in the past [12,13]. Prior research has indicated that low-skilled and 
routine positions are particularly vulnerable to automation [11]. However, with the continuous 
advancement of AI and ML technologies, there is an expectation that they will also automate 
tasks previously believed to be within the purview of highly skilled professionals. This has given 
rise to worries about the potential for widespread job displacement across a broad spectrum of 
industries and occupations [14, 15]. Artificial intelligence (AI) has emerged as a revolutionary 
force across various sectors, completely transforming industries and reshaping the societal 

landscape. As AI technologies continue their rapid advancement, their impact on labor markets 
has gained significant attention and raised important concerns. The adoption of AI presents a 
spectrum of opportunities and challenges for workers, businesses, and policymakers, highlighting 
the need for a comprehensive grasp of its implications for the future of work [16]. Labor markets 
are the backbone of economies, playing a crucial role in allocating human capital and propelling 
economic growth. However, the emergence of AI is ushering in profound changes in the 
dynamics of labor markets. AI technologies, including machine learning, robotics, natural 

language processing, and other innovations, have the capacity to automate routine tasks, enhance 
human capabilities, and redefine the structure of occupations [16]. In Dean's [17] overview of the 
evolution of machine learning, it is highlighted that the fundamental concepts and algorithms 
underpinning machine learning have existed since the 1960s. However, in the late 1980s and 
early 1990s, the AI community experienced a surge of excitement as it became apparent that 
machine learning could provide innovative solutions to various problems. These approaches 
offered significant advantages by enabling the processing of raw input data and training 
algorithms for predictive tasks. Nonetheless, during that period, the computational power of 

computers was insufficient to handle extensive data sets. It was only in recent years, after decades 
of continuous improvements in computational performance driven by Moore's Law, that 
computers finally reached the necessary level of power to support this approach effectively. 
Furthermore, both public and private entities now have access to extensive and sophisticated data 
collections that can be utilized for the development and training of AI models. The availability of 
data, whether through physical exclusivity or formal intellectual property rights, can significantly 
influence the extent and direction of innovative activities. This aspect is explored in a study by 

Beraja, Yang, and Yuchtman [18], which demonstrates that Chinese companies with access to 
data-rich government contracts are substantially more likely to develop commercial AI software. 
Although technology typically enhances productivity, the rise of AI has raised concerns about its 
potential to erode certain valuable employment opportunities, a matter of worry for researchers 
and policymakers globally, spanning advanced and developing economies alike. As a case in 
point, China has positioned AI-driven technology as the linchpin of its economic development 
strategy [19]. The apprehensions about automation aren't novel in the realm of AI, and they have 

historical precedence dating back to antiquity. For instance, Plato's Phaedrus in ancient Greece 
around 370 BC foresaw writing displacing human memory and reading substituting genuine 
knowledge with mere data [20]. More commonly, historical accounts point to the Industrial 
Revolution and the 19th-century Luddite uprisings as instances where technological 
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advancements gave rise to social turmoil. It's crucial to emphasize that AI can also yield 
favorable effects on employment, including the generation of new job opportunities and the 
enhancement of productivity. This research examines how AI has transformed the labor market in 
the United States of America. 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

2.1. Definition and its Key Components 
 
According to the OECD's definition, an AI system is described as a machine-based system with 
the capability to impact its surroundings by generating output, such as predictions, 
recommendations, or decisions, to achieve specific objectives. It utilizes data and inputs, which 
can be sourced from machines or humans to (i) perceive real or virtual environments; (ii) 

transform these perceptions into models, either through automated processes like machine 
learning or manually; and (iii) employ model inference to create choices for potential outcomes. 
AI systems are engineered to function with different degrees of autonomy. AI, short for artificial 
intelligence, is the outcome of utilizing cognitive science methods to artificially develop systems 
capable of executing tasks that traditionally fall within the exclusive domain of humans, such as 
reasoning, natural language communication, and problem-solving. The significance of AI lies in 
its potential to enhance human proficiency in handling cognitive tasks and to automate activities 
that are presently arduous or unattainable for humans [21, 22]. 

 

2.2. Primary Components af Artificial Intelligence 
 

Artificial Intelligence is a multidisciplinary field that aims to create systems capable of 
performing tasks that typically require human intelligence. To understand AI, it's essential to 

grasp its foundational components. 
 
2.2.1. Machine Learning (ML) 

 
Machine learning is a core component of AI, enabling systems to learn from data and improve 
their performance over time. It encompasses various techniques, including supervised learning, 
unsupervised learning, and reinforcement learning [23]. 
 

2.2.2. Natural Language Processing (NLP) 

 
NLP focuses on enabling machines to understand, interpret, and generate human language. It 
involves tasks like sentiment analysis, speech recognition, and language translation [24]. 
 
2.2.3. Computer Vision 

 

Computer vision equips AI systems with the ability to interpret and understand visual information 
from the world. It includes image recognition, object detection, and facial recognition [25]. 
 
2.2.4. Neural Networks 

 
Neural networks, inspired by the human brain, are the foundation of deep learning. They consist 
of layers of interconnected nodes (neurons) that process and transform data. Convolutional neural 
networks (CNNs) are essential for image analysis, while recurrent neural networks (RNNs) 

handle sequential data [23, 26]. 
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2.2.5. Robotics 
 
Robotics integrates AI with hardware, enabling machines to interact with the physical world. 
Robots equipped with sensors, actuators, and AI algorithms can perform tasks like autonomous 

navigation, manipulation, and object recognition [27,28,29]. 
 
2.2.6. Expert Systems 

 
Expert systems mimic human expertise in specific domains. They employ rule-based reasoning 
and knowledge representation to make decisions and solve problems [30]. 
 
2.2.7. Reinforcement Learning 

 
Reinforcement learning involves training AI agents to make decisions by trial and error. They 
learn from feedback, such as rewards or penalties, to optimize their behavior [31]. 
 
2.2.8. Data 

 

Data is the lifeblood of AI. Large and diverse datasets are crucial for training machine learning 

models. The quality and quantity of data directly impact AI system performance [32]. 
 
2.2.9. Algorithms: 

 
AI relies on a plethora of algorithms, from basic statistical methods to complex deep learning 
architectures. Algorithms are the computational engines that enable AI systems to process and 
analyze data [33]. 

 

2.3. AI and Labor Market Dynamics 
 
The rapid advancement of technology has marked significant transformative milestones in human 
history. The era of big data has revealed a complex narrative, spanning from information 
disclosure to the evolution of data. The trend of "Machine substitution" has gained prominence, 

where cost-effective and highly efficient artificial intelligence has replaced labor-intensive roles 
in production, inevitably leading to adverse implications for workforce employment. Research 
suggests that for every 1% expansion in the robot workforce, around 4.6% of jobs face the 
prospect of replacement. Over the next two decades, a substantial 76% of workers are potentially 
susceptible to being replaced [34]. The utilization of artificial intelligence has transformed the 
employment landscape by breaking it down and restructuring it, resulting in the elimination and 
replacement of numerous jobs. Importantly, AI's degree of substitution for workers varies 
depending on their educational background and skill level. For example, according to Kong 

Gaowen's 2020 research, individuals with lower-quality skills and lower skill levels face a higher 
risk of being substituted by AI, potentially giving rise to a phenomenon known as "technological 
unemployment" [35, 36, 37]. From replacing jobs to generating new employment opportunities, 
AI's impact on the labor market is intricate and diverse. Some of the dynamics in the labor market 
created by the emergence of AI are highlighted below: Automation of repetitive tasks stands out 
as one of AI's most noteworthy influences on the labor market. This involves the mechanization 
of activities like data entry, appointment scheduling, and even certain customer service 

interactions. While this automation can result in increased efficiency and cost savings for 
businesses, it also means that jobs previously undertaken by humans are now being executed by 
machines. Simultaneously, AI is fostering the creation of new employment avenues. As 
organizations adopt AI technology, they require professionals proficient in designing, developing, 
and maintaining these systems. This necessitates roles such as data scientists, AI engineers, and 
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machine learning engineers. The prevalence of AI technology is also bringing about shifts in the 
skillsets demanded by various occupations. For instance, roles that once predominantly relied on 
manual labor may now require more technical competencies such as programming and data 
analysis. Consequently, workers must engage in upskilling and retraining to remain competitive 

in the job market. Furthermore, as AI takes on routine tasks, the remaining jobs increasingly call 
for higher order thinking skills, including critical thinking, creativity, and effective 
communication. Consequently, there is growing demand for soft skills in areas like problem-
solving and collaboration. However, it's essential to recognize that AI's expanding presence may 
render certain job roles obsolete, particularly those easily automated, such as data entry and 
customer service. This displacement of jobs can potentially lead to unemployment and necessitate 
retraining for workers in affected fields. The impact of AI on the labor market is also reflected in 
wage dynamics, which can stagnate or even decrease as AI assumes control over specific tasks. 

With reduced demand for human labor in these areas, wages may experience a decline. The gig 
economy, comprising freelancers and temporary job workers, is also experiencing the 
repercussions of AI. Many gig jobs are susceptible to automation, diminishing the demand for 
human workers in these domains [38]. 
 

2.4. Impacts of AI Adoption on the Labor Market 
 
On one hand, AI holds the potential to improve productivity, efficiency, and overall economic 
growth. As machines and algorithms advance, they gain the capability to perform tasks 
previously undertaken by human workers, resulting in increased efficiency, and reduced 
operational costs. This transformative potential could give rise to new industries and create new 
employment prospects. 
 

Conversely, AI and machine learning also present the risk of significant job displacement, 
particularly affecting low-skilled and routine occupations. This displacement could contribute to 
higher unemployment rates and income inequality, potentially worsening pre-existing social and 
economic challenges. Furthermore, the integration of AI and machine learning may reshape the 
very nature of work, making jobs more intricate and requiring higher-level skills. This 
transformation could lead to a shift in the available job market and potentially alter the way we 
live, work, and interact with one another [3]. 

 
Rudra underscores the complex and multifaceted implications of AI and machine learning for the 
future of work and the workforce. It emphasizes the need to comprehensively understand these 
implications and consider policy measures that can mitigate the adverse effects of job 
displacement while maximizing the potential benefits of these technologies. AI and machine 
learning can indeed generate new employment opportunities through increased productivity and 
the emergence of new industries, but their impact on the job market is influenced by the pace of 
technological advancement, the adaptability of the workforce to these innovations, and the 

specific industries and occupations affected [3]. 
 

2.5. Impact of AI-Driven Technologies on Job Displacement, Job Creation, and 

Workforce Skill Requirements 
 
2.5.1. Job Displacement 

 
AI-driven automation has led to concerns about job displacement, particularly in industries that 
rely heavily on routine and repetitive tasks. Studies indicate that while AI may indeed displace 
certain roles, the overall impact on employment is nuanced. 
 

2.5.1.1. Routine Tasks 
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The automation of routine and repetitive tasks is a defining feature of AI technologies. Jobs that 
involve these tasks, such as data entry, basic analysis, and rule-based decision-making, are most 
susceptible to displacement [39]. 
 

2.5.1.2. Manufacturing 

 

The manufacturing sector has seen significant AI adoption through robotics and automated 
production lines. While this has increased efficiency, it has also reduced the demand for manual 
labor in factories [40, 41] 
 

2.5.1.3. Customer Service 

 

The rise of AI-powered chatbots and virtual assistants has minimized the need for human 
intervention in handling routine customer inquiries and support requests [42]. 
 
2.5.2. Job Creation 

The integration of AI into industries has also led to the creation of new job roles and 
opportunities. These positions often require specialized skills in AI development, data science, 
ethics, and regulation. 

 
2.5.2.1. AI Developers and Engineers 

 

The demand for professionals capable of developing and maintaining AI systems is on the rise. 
These roles necessitate expertise in machine learning, data science, and software development 
[43]. 
 

2.5.2.2. AI Trainers 

 
AI systems require extensive training and fine-tuning. Professionals skilled in data annotation, 
model validation, and quality control play a vital role in AI development [44]. 
 
2.5.2.3. AI Ethicists and Regulators 

 
With the growing influence of AI, the need for ethical oversight and regulation is paramount. 

Policymakers, ethicists, and legal experts are crucial in ensuring responsible AI deployment [45, 
46]. 
 
2.5.2.4. AI-Augmented Roles 

 
Many professions are benefiting from AI augmentation, where human workers collaborate with 
AI systems to enhance productivity and decision-making. For example, doctors use AI for 

diagnosis, and financial analysts leverage AI for data analysis [39]. 
 

2.5.3. Changing Workforce Skill Requirements 
 
The widespread adoption of AI technologies is shifting the skill requirements for the American 
workforce. To remain competitive, employees need to adapt and acquire new proficiencies [2]. 

 
2.5.3.1. Digital Literac 

 
Basic digital literacy is fundamental for navigating AI-driven tools and platforms. 
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2.5.3.2. Data Literacy 

 

Understanding data and its applications is a core skill. Employees should be proficient in data 
analysis and interpretation [47]. 

 

2.5.3.3. AI and Machine Learning Skills 

 

AI literacy is becoming invaluable across various professions. Learning the basics of AI, its 
capabilities, and its limitations can benefit employees in multiple domains [2]. 
 

2.5.3.4. Problem-Solving And Creativity 

 

As AI takes over routine tasks, employees must focus on higher-order skills such as complex 
problemsolving and creative thinking [40, 41] 
 

2.5.3.5. Adaptability 

 

Rapid advancements in technology necessitate individuals to be adaptable and open to continuous 
learning [2]. AI-driven technologies are undeniably reshaping the job landscape in the United 

States. While concerns about job displacement are valid, the evidence suggests that AI also offers 
opportunities for job creation, especially in roles related to AI development, ethics, and 
regulation. To thrive in this evolving job market, individuals and organizations must invest in 
education and training that nurtures digital literacy, data literacy, and AI-related skills. 
Ultimately, AI has the potential to enhance productivity, improve decision-making, and create 
innovative and fulfilling roles, provided that the workforce embraces the necessary adaptations 
and preparations for this transformative era. 

 

2.6. AI Optimization 
 
AI contributes to improving activities in the US labor market by enhancing productivity. The 
rapid integration of artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) technologies across 
various industries, including medicine, finance, and information technology, has ushered in 

transformative changes. AI has improved labor activities in many fields, some of which are 
mentioned below. 
 
2.6.1. Healthcare 

 

Diagnostic Assistance and personalized medicine are some of the areas in healthcare where AI-
powered algorithms assist healthcare professionals in interpreting medical images, improving 
accuracy in diagnoses, and analyzing patient data to tailor treatment plans, enhancing the 

effectiveness of medical interventions, respectively. 
 

2.6.2. Finance 

 

In Fraud Detection, AI algorithms detect and prevent fraudulent activities by analyzing patterns 
and anomalies in financial transactions. In Algorithmic Trading, AI optimizes investment 
strategies by analyzing market trends and executing trades at optimal times. 

 

2.6.3. Information Technology 

 
The activities of AI in the tech industry have been massive and undeniably remarkable in shaping 
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the future of technology. Just to mention a few, Chatbots and Virtual Assistants are AI-powered 
tools that handle customer queries, improving user experience and efficiency in customer support. 
Meanwhile, Automated Software Testing is AI that automates testing processes, reducing manual 
efforts, and enhancing the quality of software products 

 

2.6.4. Manufacturing 

 

Predictive Maintenance and Quality Control are two aspects that AI has impacted in the 
manufacturing industry. AI analyzes sensor data to predict equipment failures, enabling proactive 
maintenance and minimizing downtime. Meanwhile, AI-powered systems inspect and identify 
defects in real-time, improving the overall quality of manufacturing processes. 
 

2.6.5. Education 

 

The education sector isn't left out of the improvement brought about by AI. Personalized learning 
is one area where AI adapts educational content to individual learning styles, providing 
personalized learning experiences for students. Additionally, Automated Grading is another area 
where AI automates the grading process, saving educators time and allowing for more timely 
feedback. 

 

2.7. Theoretical Framework 
 

2.7.1. Technological Determinism Theory 

 

As early as 1929, Thorstein Veblen introduced the concept of "technological determinism" in his 

book "The Engineers and the Price System." He argued that this concept rested on two 
fundamental principles: First, technology operates autonomously, and second, technological 
changes lead to corresponding social changes. Building upon this foundation, Li Shuo expanded 
the idea of technological determinism into two categories: "hard technological determinism" and 
"soft technological determinism." The former takes an extreme stance, positing that technology is 
the sole determinant of social progress, often disregarding or downplaying the influence of social 
factors on technological development. The Ogburn School represents this viewpoint. Conversely, 

soft technological determinism asserts that technology both shapes and is shaped by society, 
garnering broader support from scholars like Eruel and Meyer [48] 
 

With the ascent of AI, the essence of technological determinism has become more pronounced. 
Research demonstrates that the Fourth Industrial Revolution has brought about significant 
advancements in computer speed, data collection, storage, and algorithms, resulting in a 
substantial increase in the human-like intelligence quotient [49]. This transformation has had a 
profound impact on employment, with implications extending deep into various societal 

dimensions. Simultaneously, the growing disconnect between sluggish labor productivity growth 
and changing employment demands has exacerbated social issues such as class disparities and 
income inequality. Consequently, it is evident that technology is exerting a profound influence on 
human existence and is even shaping the trajectory of societal evolution [48]. 
 

2.8. Empirical Review 
 
Bansiya1 & Hansraj's paper investigates the diverse consequences of AI on the dynamics of the 
labor market. By scrutinizing the effects of automation and augmentation, changes in the 
composition of occupations, and the consequences for both job generation and elimination, it 
offers valuable perspectives on how work is evolving in the era of AI. Furthermore, it delves into 
how the adoption of AI impacts the labor market, encompassing issues like disparities in skills, 
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income inequality, and distributional outcomes. The study also delves into the examination of 
responses from policies and society, including frameworks for adapting to AI in the labor market, 
ethical considerations, and approaches to governance [16]. 
 

Morgan conducted a study on understanding the impact of artificial intelligence on labor. The 
study examined the obstacles that hinder scientists from assessing the impact of AI and 
automation on the future of employment. These impediments encompass a shortage of high-
quality data regarding the characteristics of work, such as the evolving demands within 
occupations, a deficiency of empirically grounded models for critical micro-level processes, like 
the substitution of skills and the collaboration between humans and machines, and a limited 
understanding of how cognitive technologies interact with broader economic forces and 
institutional mechanisms, such as urban migration and international trade policies. To surmount 

these challenges, it is essential to enhance the temporal and spatial precision of data and to refine 
the data pertaining to workplace competencies [50]. 
 

Rudra examined the impact of AI and machine learning on job displacement and employment 
opportunities. The study also explores the potential effects of the increasing use of artificial 
intelligence (AI) and machine learning on the job market. The study concludes that despite the 
possibility of some adverse effects related to job displacement, the potential for creating new job 

opportunities in the domain of AI and machine learning surpasses the potential negative 
consequences [3]. 
 

In its analysis of the future of work, the McKinsey Global Institute (2018) [51] has identified that 
AI and machine learning can yield favorable effects on employment. This includes the creation of 
fresh employment prospects and an augmentation of productivity. The report underscores the 
potential of AI and machine learning to generate new job opportunities and enhance productivity. 

However, it also acknowledges that the impact of these technologies on employment hinges on 
variables like the pace of technological progress and the workforce's capacity to adapt to novel 
technologies. 
 

2.9. Comparison 
 

The US labor market followed conventional wisdom before the development of artificial 
intelligence. Most jobs were manual and concentrated in sectors like manufacturing and services. 
Manual labor was used to complete tasks, and job security depended on the survival of well-
established industries. Manual dexterity, interpersonal communication, and industry-specific 
knowledge were given top priority in the skill requirements. Jobs were being replaced more by 
economic changes than by technical improvements. 
 

There is a revolutionary change in the labor market with AI as it exists today. Routine tasks have 

been transformed by automation, especially in low-skilled jobs, thanks to artificial intelligence 
(AI), raising concerns about job displacement. New opportunities in data science, AI 
development, and related sectors have emerged at the same time, necessitating the acquisition of 
digital literacy and data analysis abilities. AI models and human tasks have a significant link that 
enhances human capabilities and promotes cooperation. Notwithstanding these obstacles, there is 
hope that artificial intelligence (AI) will improve workforce capacities, pointing to a more 
technologically advanced and flexible labor market that combines old and emergent talents in a 

sophisticated way. 
 

3. METHODOLOGY 
The dataset “The AI Job Threat Index,” analyzed in this study, originates from Kaggle, it is a 
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consolidation of information from various reliable sources to provide a comprehensive 
perspective. The dataset explores the dynamic relationship between job posi tions and the 
widespread impact of artificial intelligence. Each record classifies job titles, assesses AI's 
potential influence, details the distribution of tasks between humans and AI models, and specifies 

the industry domain associated with each job. 
 

• Job titles - names of different job roles in different industries 
• AI Impact - Percentage representation of AI's influence on each respective job title. This value  
indicates the extent to which AI technology has impacted or transformed the job role. 
• Tasks: Numerical count of human-performed tasks associated with each job title. This column 
provides an insight into the range and complexity of tasks performed byprofessionals in each role. 
• AI Workload Ratio: A computed ratio that represents the workload distribution between tasks 

performed by humans and tasks managed by AI models. This ratio helps to understand the 
balance between human labor and AI automation within each job role. 
• Domain: The broader category or industry to which each job title belongs. This column provides 
context about the specific field or sector in which each job role operates. 
 
Below is the initial content of the dataset after loading and cleaning. 
 

 
 
The relationship between AI and labor is examined using Pearson correlation analysis. Data on 
human performed tasks associated with different job functions percentage representation of AI's 
influence on the respective job functions and the number of AI models or systems implemented 
or associated with the job roles are used to examine how AI influences job functions in different 
industries. 
 

Relationship between AI Influence and Human-Performed Task 

 
Table 1: Correlations 

 

 
 
**. The significance threshold for correlation is 0.01 (2-tailed). 
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The findings suggest that there is a significant negative relationship between AI and tasks 
performed by humans, as evidenced by a strong negative correlation coefficient of -0.420. The 
probability value associated with this coefficient is 0.000, which is well below the 5% 
significance level. Consequently, it can be concluded that AI indeed has a notable and statistically 

significant adverse impact on humanperformed tasks. This implies that as AI technology 
advances and becomes more prevalent, certain tasks and roles traditionally carried out by humans 
are being automated or replaced by machines. This can result in job displacement in industries 
and sectors where AI is heavily integrated, leading to workforce S/N Job Titles AI Impact Tasks 
AI models AI_Workload_Ratio Domain 0 Communications Manager 98% 365 2546 0.143362 
Communication & PR 1 Data Collector 95% 299 2148 0.139199 Data & IT 2 Data Entry 95% 
325 2278 0.142669 Administrative & Clerical 3 Mail Clerk 95% 193 1366 0.141288 Leadership 
& Strategy 4 Compliance Officer 92% 194 1369 0.141709 Medical & Healthcare challenges. 

While AI offers opportunities for efficiency and innovation, it also presents challenges related to 
job displacement and shifts in workforce skills. Preparing for this AI-driven future will require a 
proactive approach that includes policies, training programs, and a commitment to addressing the 
broader societal impacts of automation. 
 
Relationship between AI model and Human Performed Tasks 
 

Table 2: Correlations 

 

 
 
**. The significance threshold for correlation is 0.01 (2-tailed). 

 
The table provided in 4.2 displays the results of a correlation analysis examining the relationship 
between AI models and tasks performed by humans. The correlation coefficient, which stands at 
0.928, indicates a strong positive association between AI models and human-performed tasks. 
Furthermore, the probability value of the test, recorded as 0.000, falls below the 5% significance 
level, establishing the significance of the test. Thus, it is reasonable to assert that AI models 
exhibit a substantial and statistically significant positive relationship with tasks carried out by 

humans. This result suggests a more optimistic outlook for the labor market. Rather than 
displacing workers, AI technologies have the potential to enhance their capabilities and create 
new opportunities. However, successful integration of AI into the workforce will require a 
concerted effort to upskill the workforce, address ethical concerns, and adapt to the evolving 
nature of work in the age of AI. 
 

4. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
The integration of artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) into various industries 
has brought about significant changes in the labor market. This analysis reveals several key points 
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regarding the influence of AI-driven technologies on job displacement, job creation, and 
workforce skill requirements in the USA. 
 
Firstly, AI and ML are undeniably transforming the way businesses operate. Automation of 

routine and repetitive tasks is a notable outcome of AI adoption, leading to concerns about job 
displacement in certain industries. However, this displacement is not uniform, and its impact 
varies across skill levels and occupations. While low-skilled and routine positions are particularly 
vulnerable, highly skilled professions are also facing the prospect of automation. 
 
Moreover, AI is not solely a force of job displacement. It also contributes to job creation, 
especially in roles related to AI development, data science, ethics, and regulation. The demand for 
AI professionals, including AI developers, engineers, trainers, ethicists, and regulators, is on the 

rise. AI technologies also facilitate AI-augmented roles, where human workers collaborate with 
AI systems to improve productivity and decision-making. 
 
Furthermore, the adoption of AI technologies is reshaping workforce skill requirements. To thrive 
in the evolving job market, individuals and organizations must prioritize digital literacy, data 
literacy, and AI-related skills. Additionally, AI is elevating the importance of soft skills such as 
problem-solving, creativity, and adaptability 

 
In conclusion, AI-driven technologies are bringing about both challenges and opportunities in the 
labor market. While concerns about job displacement are valid, the evidence suggests that AI also 
has the potential to create new job opportunities, enhance productivity, and improve decision-
making. To harness these benefits and mitigate potential negative consequences, a proactive 
approach to education, training, and adaptation is crucial for the American workforce. 
Policymakers and stakeholders must work together to ensure that AI technologies are harnessed 

responsibly and inclusively, considering the broader societal and economic implications of this 
transformative era. 
 

4.1. Recommendations 
 
To effectively navigate the transformative AI and ML landscape, we must prioritize several key 

actions. First, investing in education is vital. Integrating digital literacy, data literacy, and AI 
skills from elementary to higher education levels is crucial. Lifelong learning programs, focusing 
on AI-related skills, are needed to ensure our workforce can adapt to evolving job demands. 
 
Collaboration between industry and education is equally essential. Building partnerships between 
educational institutions and industries helps align curricula with evolving job requirements. 
Apprenticeships and internships offer hands-on AI experience, bridging theory and practice. 
Supporting AI research and development is pivotal. Allocating resources to AI-related Research 

and Development, particularly in innovation-driven areas, fosters job creation and breakthroughs. 
Public-private partnerships expedite research and spur economic growth. 
 
Ethical AI adoption is paramount. Enforcing robust ethical guidelines ensures responsible and 
inclusive AI use. Transparency and accountability in AI decision-making mitigate biases and 
discrimination. Soft skills like problem-solving and adaptability are vital alongside technical 
competencies. Encouraging training programs to enhance these skills complements AI-related 

technical skills. 
 
Addressing worker displacement due to automation is crucial. Social safety nets and retraining 
programs provide stability and new skill acquisition for transitioning workers. Promoting 
inclusivity and diversity in AI is imperative. Removing barriers and implementing diversity-
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focused policies ensure AI opportunities are accessible to all. Continuous monitoring and 
adaptation are essential. 
 
Mechanisms for assessing AI's impact on the job market and workforce skills must inform policy 

adjustments as AI evolves. Public awareness campaigns are necessary to inform citizens about 
AI's labor market implications. Encouraging public engagement in AI ethics and governance 
discussions ensures diverse perspectives are valued. Lastly, international collaboration is key. 
Partnering with global allies to share best practices and address AI-related challenges ensures we 
harness AI's potential while mitigating shared risks. 
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